DT/Art

History








-

Why did families have a coat of
arms?
Has there always been a
king/queen?
Who was Queen Elizabeth I?
Who is Queen Elizabeth II?
Who was Henry VIII?
Castles and Royal residences

NC Objectives covered
- Design purposeful, functional products

- Evaluate existing products and own ideas.

NC Objectives covered
- Changes in living memory
- Lives of significant historical figures
including comparison of those from
different periods.
- Events of Local importance.
- Significant LOCAL people (Queen Liz)

English
Using the following texts to
support writing in range of genres.
 Queen’s Knickers
 Queen’s Hat
 Cinderella
 Recount
 Non Chron report
 Instructions – Jam Tarts

Looking at different portrait styles
Creating own portrait of the queen.
Cooking
Creating coat of arms
Castle Building
Build a carriage.

St Teresa’s Catholic Primary School
Year 1 and 2
Kings, Queens and Castles

Science
Materials:
Sc1/3.1a distinguish between an object and the material from
which it is made
Sc1/3.1b identify and name a variety of everyday materials,
including wood, plastic, glass, metal, water, and rock
Sc1/3.1c describe the simple physical properties of a variety of
everyday materials
Sc1/3.1d compare and group together a variety of everyday
materials on the basis of their simple physical properties
Sc2/3.1a identify and compare the suitability of a variety of
everyday materials, including wood, metal, plastic, glass, brick, rock,
paper and cardboard for different uses
Sc2/3.1b

compare how things move on different surfaces.

Sc2/3.1c find out how the shapes of solid objects made from some
materials can be changed by squashing, bending, twisting and
stretching

Computing
- Research
- Photo taking – Purplemash Queen
cam.

Geography
- Does every country have a queen?
- Where does the Queen live? (Castles/Map of UK)

NC Objectives covered

Name and locate the 4 countries and capital cities of the
United Kingdom
-Continents of the world.
PSHE/BV/ Other
- What does the Queen do?
- If I was queen for a day
- Understanding about the Royal Family / Family tree
-

-

NC Objectives covered
Communicate online safely and
respectfully
Organise, store, retrieve &
manipulate data

Music
- Grand Old Duke of York
- Fanfares
- Songs for a Queen.

NC Objectives covered
- Sing songs
- Play tuned and unturned musically
- Listen and understand live and
recorded music
- Make and combine sounds.

